
 

 

Shavuot LEFT RIGHT Game 
 
My mother told me that there are only three days LEFT until Shavuos! 
This means we need to start getting ready RIGHT away. There is almost 
so much for us to do in order to celebrate Shavuos just RIGHT.  
 
I decided to start going shopping for the ice cream we will be eating, so I 
went RIGHT to the store. When I got to the ice cream store I saw so 
many different kinds of ice cream on the shelves. On the LEFT I saw ice 
cream sandwiches and ice cream bars. On the RIGHT I saw containers of 
vanilla, chocolate and strawberry ice cream. I took one of each flavor. 
When I looked on the RIGHT side a second time, I noticed that there was 
one container of pistachio ice cream LEFT - so I reached out with my 
RIGHT hand and took that one too! Then I LEFT the store and went back 
home.  
 
RIGHT when I got home I started to bake for Shavuos. I placed my 
cookbook on the LEFT side of me and got to work on baking a 
cheesecake. I checked the oven a few times and made sure to take my 
cake out at exactly the RIGHT time.  
 
Cheesecake baked I LEFT my house and went RIGHT to the flower shop. 
I love decorating my home with flowers for Shavuos. I spent some time 
looking at the flowers on my RIGHT and the flowers on my LEFT. After a 
few minutes I found all the flowers I needed and then picked just the 
RIGHT vase. I LEFT the store and headed home with my beautiful 
flowers.  
 
After working so hard all day to get ready for Shavuos I was super tired 
so I went RIGHT to bed knowing that tomorrow I would pick up RIGHT 
where I LEFT off. 


